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Main Theme
Sweets

Related Themes
Friends
Sharing
Kindness
Opposites

Key Vocabulary
Window
Jars
Big
Small
Long
Short
Sweet
Sour
Crunchy
Squishy
Absorbed
Share
Leftover
Two
Empty
Sharing

Front cover

Discussion
Max Low is the author and the illustrator.
What do you think the book is about? Who can you see?
What is the title?
Can you count the sweets? How many?
How many are spotty? How about stripey?
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Activities
Create a fake sweet shop or ice-cream parlour.
Ask the teachers what their favourite sweets are.
Sweet & savoury foods – healthy options activities.
Hide a golden ticket for them to find & win a treat.
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Discussion
Patterns
Activities
Count the sweets & pennies – matching and sorting.
Guess how many sweets in the packet – predicting.
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Discussion
Shapes
Activities
What do cats, dogs & ducks eat? Why do they not eat sweets?
Have a bake sale to raise money for an animal charity.

Back cover

Discussion
Who can you see?
What is a blurb?
ISBN number – this is like a fingerprint.
Activities
Go on a litter pick.
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